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Abstract  

Georgia is top of the list due to its tax restrictions on cryptocurrency mining activities. Furthermore, the overall 

costs of running a mining operation are substantially lower in Georgia. as Georgia takes place as the third biggest 

mining country in the world. The goal of this paper is to fill a deficiency in the existing literature that examines the 

present level of cryptocurrency acceptance, and adoption-influencing factors, offering an in-depth interpretation of 

these aspects and outlining certain problems associated with cryptocurrency adoption in Georgia.  

This study employs a quantitative approach, a total of 175 people did take part in the poll (out of 200 questionnaire 

respondents). The survey was held in a hybrid manner, with the questionnaire being distributed in April and 

May 2022 in various cryptocurrency-selling locations throughout Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia. A structural 

equation model was applied in the paper (SEM). The findings of the study confirm that the measurement items and 

constructs in the proposed model are reliable and valid. The result of the study found that there is a positive 

relationship between future reward, innovativeness, knowledge, and cryptocurrency adoption. Furthermore, it was 

found that innovativeness is significant as a mediator between future rewards and cryptocurrency adoption. 
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1.Introduction 

        Cryptocurrencies are assets widely used as an exchange medium for financial transactions. The question of the 

usage and spread of cryptocurrency as electronic money is one of the most important problems in modern economics. 

Despite the fact that the study of the problem at hand has received more or less serious attention lately, it is still a 

hidden mystery and requires much attention and study.  As a result, the study aims to identify the factors influencing 

cryptocurrency adoption in Georgia and despite the fact that it has already been a highly appealing and speculative 

investment strategy, how it can find its way into our near future society and economy. 

    Deferring by being digital, unlike some other tangible currencies. A type of digital money is cryptocurrency. It is 

presently utilized in internet arrangements, due to which any sort of disbursement can be completed, but its presence 

is impossible without web admission. Even so, cryptography protects them at all times, preventing counterfeiting or 

double-spending. 

    To control the transaction history, cryptocurrency is typically allocated on a decentralized ledger. Even though 

they are currently dominant and are not fading or becoming limited, as some may believe: transactions are quick, 

digital, reliable, and international, allowing for the preservation of records without the risk of data larceny. 

Cybercrime has drastically decreased. The majority of cryptocurrencies are built on blockchain technology. It is a 

futuristic technology that will significantly alter the lives of the global community. Blockchain system was developed 

to secure information, accelerate transactions, and eliminate intermediaries. It is currently managed by no central 

bodies or private structures in Georgia or around the world and is thus decentralized. The information is stored in the 

form of blocks one below the other. The next block will not be opened until the previous block is closed. It stands 

out for its high level of information security. 

    Blockchain itself in simple terms means a series of blocks of information, which makes it hard or impossible to 

counterfeit, slash, hack or leak the system itself. Each and every bit of the blockchain is preserved and kept secure 

in each community of miners, preventing any leak of information or hacking because each participant's data 

information can detect those transactions has been changed. 

    The cryptocurrency platform's security is impressive and yet simple. As previously stated, the ledger is made up 

of groups of blocks. The chain is formed when each component begins with a hashing algorithm found in the previous 

block. The method by which hash values are determined prevents any number tampering; It is crucial to understand 

that the system of cryptocurrencies will be able to detect any changes and breaks in the chain. That type of sequence 

is not uncommon; But here is the key to keeping the details in blockchain authentic. There is one more kink in the 

blockchain hash key. Thus, every Hash code is generated by adding a set of bits at random. 
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    Cryptocurrencies are undergoing extensive research and development, though it's been 13 years since its initial 

conception, many people around the world are still unfamiliar with it, but it is the most widely used and mined 

currency in Georgia. More than that as of today there is no existing institution controlling or administering each of 

the currencies in Georgia. People all over the world who are interested in receiving cryptocurrencies are known as 

miners. They are in the power to transparently monitor and process relevant distributed ledger technology 

information. Despite the hype surrounding Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies today, it was still difficult, if not 

impossible, for them to gain acceptance in retail businesses. In Georgia, it was difficult to use in daily transactions 

or business activities when compared to tangible currencies, which were more generally available than other 

cryptocurrencies. However, Bitcoin still found its way into some online shops and the trends show that more and 

more shops are willing to think about executing this new technology. 

 Figure 1. Total Cryptocurrency Market Cap 

Source: COINMARKETCAP.COM. (Accessed JUNE 1, 2022.) 

    It is unsure for certain if virtual currencies will navigate their way into our transaction records in Georgia, but 

some countries have recognized Bitcoin as a major currency within their zone of influence. The difficulties with 

current methods are driving the increasing importance of cryptocurrency rate important variables. Cryptocurrency 

market capitalization is volatile and impacted by a lot of factors. To begin with, it is a supply and demand ratio on 

cryptocurrency, on which various conditions act. One of them has prior experience in the mentioned field of 

knowledge. The cryptocurrency exchange rate rises or falls depending on the source of information and whether it 

is positive or negative. Georgia as well as some other countries has yet to recognize cryptocurrency as a form of 

payment. The presence of virtual currencies, exchange centers, ATMs, and other comparable facilities in numerous 

nations worldwide, especially Georgia, has a favorable effect on the crypto exchange rate. 
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   The People's Bank of China's statement on the prohibition of cryptocurrency use within the country scale had a 

negative impact on the cryptocurrency exchange rate. Because of the aforementioned statement, the exchange rate 

of bitcoin fell, as did the exchange rates of other cryptocurrencies (Yan, Mirza, and Umar 2022;Cigu et al.). 

   This study utilized a quantitative research methodology in order to produce a valid quantitative result that can be 

generalized. In the light of these explanations, the primary purpose of this study is to find out the adoption level of 

cryptocurrency in Georgia and the factors influencing it and how it can find its way in our nearest future society and 

economy even though it has already been a highly attractive and speculative investment strategy.  The goal of this 

study is to investigate cryptocurrency user acceptance using the four concepts: considering the risks related to other 

financial markets, the future expected rewards after purchasing the cryptocurrency, and how people’s awareness of 

the cryptocurrency and their innovativeness and enhanced desire to invest in it. Therefore, the primary purpose of 

the paper is to define the problem at hand, the situations related to this problem, the variables, and the relationships 

between these variables. The results of the data analysis techniques used to analyze the collected data are presented. 

Based on the aim of the paper, the study research question is: 

What factors influence adoption of cryptocurrency in Georgia? 

   The scientific contribution of the paper is the fact that it is estimates the innovativeness as mediator factor between 

future reward and cryptocurrency adoption, furthermore it is novel contribution for the theory relating to analysis of 

cryptocurrency adoption in developing post-soviet country, Georgia. 

2. Literature Review 

   The evolution of money and the need for extra monetary funds resulted in the formation of a cryptocurrencies, 

which had a positive effect on financial sector. People are now participating in and adding digital currencies into 

their investment portfolios to fullest capabilities their risks as virtual currency innovation has improved. Furthermore, 

some financial services firms treat cryptocurrency as subject to negotiation bonds and have them as their asset class 

to minimize systemic risk, maintain investment return, and free up, and it has been proven that this investment 

strategy outcome in an even more aggressive investment strategy. As a result, virtual currencies provide an 

investment option for investors looking for diversification. (Ang 2022).  The world's largest companies have received 

cryptocurrencies in the form of payments. At the same time, the creation of regulatory laws on virtual currencies is 

underway in a number of states (Wan 2022). 

    A thorough assessment of prospective observational research discovered that another important issue associated 

with increased mining difficulty is causing an increase in yearly electricity demand for cryptocurrency mining. The 
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total amount of carbon produced by mining today likely exceeds that produced by the entire country of Portugal 

(Corbet, Lucey, and Yarovaya 2019). This is a strength, not a fault, in the world of cryptocurrencies. The findings 

imply that ongoing bitcoin energy usage has an effect on the performance of the energy sector, underlining the 

necessity for future research into the ecological effects of cryptocurrency expansion. (Corbet, Lucey, and Yarovaya 

2019). 

   Another significant constraint on all of the work described in this sector is the impact on a crucial concern for 

investment bankers: the heart, or contents, of cryptocurrencies. Many scholars and scientists are studying on this 

problem now, both within Georgia and abroad, but they lack financial understanding and a precise definition of what 

they might be dealing with. (Sichinava 2019). Nonetheless, it is obvious. The virtual currency is a multifaceted 

product, and its macroeconomic components have virtually disappeared, particularly given recent occurrences. 

Georgia is indeed a developing nation. Following the dissolution of the Soviet era, these newly constituted nations, 

such as Georgia, were obliged to adopt their own currency. It's been such a long and exhausting route to get together 

for a variety of reasons, including hyperinflations. Georgians' recollections of the kupon generation are still vivid in 

their minds; as a result, Georgians are still in the process of accepting the cryptocurrency because it is a freshly 

released commodity. (Sichinava 2019). 

    At the same time, several papers have been written about the history of the origins of electronic money. 

(Kusumayudha et al. 2022) About cryptocurrencies, its need, causes, and current position in Georgia; It investigates 

modern blockchain technology as a technique of data preservation, preservation, and transaction acceleration that 

emerged at the turn of the century. The authors are provided with perspectives on the infrastructure needed for the 

recognition of cryptocurrency as a possible means of payment, as well as the legal situation and regulation of 

cryptocurrency globally. (“Cryptos Have Robust Potential in Key Balkan Markets” 2022), views by experts and well-

known people in this field and the well-known personalities and the right conclusions are drawn (Tubinis 2018). 

   Based on the most recent research, statistical evidence, and recent surveys, several studies have investigated the 

implications of a thorough review of the present condition of financial inclusion and financial literacy in Georgia. 

Many studies offer an overview of current government policy initiatives and strategy documents aimed at improving 

financial access for SMEs and households; analyzes the state of Georgia's regulatory framework; focuses on the 

causes of current low financial inclusion and financial literacy among the young, poor, and rural population; and 

offers policy recommendations to comprehensively address Georgia's financial inclusion issue (Babych, Grigolia, 

and Keshelava 2018). 
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    Everything in the world today is developing at a rapid pace, companies that may not have existed ten years ago 

now exist and generate huge revenue. Digitalization is a common factor of change in practically every field. There 

are also advancements in payment systems; the most high-profile issue in this area in recent times has been the advent 

of cryptocurrencies. It became popular not only locally but even globally within a few years of its debut. When 

researchers were working on the paper, they have used the multiple methods of data processing and analysis, 

quantitative and qualitative research methods, and statistical-economic analysis methods. Their study's main goal 

was to determine the most important directions for cryptocurrency development in the face of globalization's dangers 

and obstacles. Blockchain technology underpins the majority of cryptocurrencies. The present and the future 

technology. Future is created to securely store data, increase speed transactions, and reduce costs. Reduce foreign 

transaction expenses by switching to e-money instead of cb-money, and Intermediary circles should be eliminated 

(Xia et al. 2020) 

    A review of major studies in this area confirmed that cryptocurrency technology ushers in a new era of global 

innovation in commerce and communication. However, the advantages of a crypto currency billing system are 

compromised by criminal activities occurring through a completely anonymous network with no regulations to cover 

fraudulent acts. Georgia's current situation is as follows: Georgia now has a second datacenter for cryptocurrency 

processing. Although virtual money is uncommon even in wealthy countries, it is especially unusual in Georgia, 

since local economics are skeptical. As a consequence, they believe that digital money is unregulated by any banking 

system, allowing for an abundance of illegal transactions. The Georgian national financial sector, from the other part, 

believes bitcoins are not dangerous, and an absence of data has led to claims of money laundering. The most 

challenging problem appears to be managing Cryptocurrencies while not hindering their future development. While 

then there's always the possibility that currencies will collapse or be overtaken by a more inventive technology, 

policymakers, according to the report, must be cautious not to inhibit a technology with the potential to alter the 

global economy.(Mikeladze 2017). 

    There is a great deal of debate surrounding the scams related to hundreds of cryptocurrency exchanges that are 

developing as essential trading platforms for the ecosystem, facilitating the trading of digital assets (Mandowa 2022; 

Liu and Tsyvinski 2021). Simultaneously while, it attracts potential attackers' attention. A number of scam attacks 

against crypto exchange have been reported, resulting in substantial financial losses. However, no earlier studies in 

the sector has investigated this issue thoroughly. Their study was the first to try to categorize and uncover bitcoin 

exchange scams. First, over 1600 fraudulent domains more than 400 spurious apps were discovered by compiling 

existing data and using typo squatting generation tools. By investigating the relationship amongst scam domains and 

fraudulent apps, the researchers uncovered 100 scam website families and 35 phony app families. Further 
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examination of the consequences of such frauds finds that at minimum 520k US dollars have been destroyed as a 

result of these scams. Fake apps have also been identified to be sneaked into prominent application store in order to 

involve innocent consumers. The findings of this paper emphasize the significance of spotting and evading bitcoin 

exchange scams. To facilitate future investigations, all of the detected scam domains and fraudulent apps have been 

openly shared with the academic community (Xia et al. 2020; Dilanchiev, 2012). 

    In recent times, blockchain and cryptocurrency have become buzzwords. The research organizes the literature on 

blockchain-based applications in various sectors. The main goal of study was to look into the most recent trends in 

blockchain technology and its applications, as well as to focus on specific elements of this disruptive technology that 

has the potential to revolutionize standard business practices in the near future. Many academics have been 

researching in this topic for more than ten years and have published their findings in prestigious publications. There 

are also other reports and white papers accessible. As a result, future researchers will benefit greatly from a systematic 

collection of those publications and evaluations of the literature. The study presents a complete classification of 

blockchain-based applications from several disciplines, including land registration, healthcare, the Internet of Things, 

security, and the most recent research areas. For a better understanding, the obstacles and issues identified in 

numerous works of literature are discussed. The discovered gaps in the research and probable future work paths are 

also presented in forecasting the importance of value for researchers and academics based on the review (Jothi and 

Oswalt Manoj 2022). 

    Reviewing subsequent and more recent literature due to the popularity of bitcoin, blockchain technology has 

achieved wider utility, particularly in the realm of finance. Other fields, such as energy trade and the financial market, 

have developed as a result of blockchain. These sectors are new, and building codes and architecture are being 

developed to improve their functionality. There have been studies on blockchain finance, and the goal of the study 

was to outline a few of the ground-breaking studies and provide direction for future research. Their paper examined 

77 journal papers on blockchain from the Science Citation Index (SCI) and Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) 

databases from 2018 to 2021. The papers that were chosen were divided into ten categories. The studies summary 

suggested that blockchain finance research should concentrate on building stronger privacy and security mechanisms, 

as well as better financial transaction regulations, not only to benefit from "Initial Coin Offerings," but also to spread 

investor risk and to be more reliable due to its uncertainty (Gorkhali and Chowdhury 2022). 

   A systematic assessment of peer-reviewed literature revealed that the volatility connectivity between 

cryptocurrencies, existing banking commodities and significant global uncertainty metrics increased from April 29, 

2013 to June 30, 2020. According to the data, total spillover indices achieved new highs throughout COVID-19 and 
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have stayed high since then. The analysis also confirms the high return and market volatility of the COVID-19 

timeframe across markets. In respect of return ripple effects, gold is central to the system and embodies the 

characteristics of safe heaven. Bitcoin is a net generator of volatility transmission to other markets during the 

COVID-19 era. Furthermore, the results of the Weighting Factor and Fourier LM tests reveal that Bitcoin transmits 

omnidirectional volatility to Gold, Securities, Bonds, the VIX, and Crude Oil. Remarkably, the EPU is the only 

global factor driving up Bitcoin volatility. Several probable outcomes of both the observations are also investigated. 

(Elsayed, Gozgor, and Lau 2022). 

    Another significant constraint on all of the work described in this area is the explosion of cryptocurrency use in 

company and as a share market speculator. Cryptocurrency is progressively being used in a wide range of criminal 

activities, most notably payment and financial fraud, but also investment fraud. The speculative nature of 

cryptocurrencies recalls the dotcom bubble of the 1990s, when any world wide web company attracted a lot of share 

market excitement despite the lack of a commodity, marketing plan, or ability to generate money. Naturally, the 

balloon was followed a few years later by the dot-com crisis, thereby ending an era of unsustainable high-risk internet 

companies. Going even further back in time, in the 1800s, people from all over the world went to Australia, Canada, 

and the United States to make their fortunes, only to learn that locating and mining a large gold stake was a dangerous 

and unlikely possibility. The year 2021 is when bitcoin became the new gold rush, when the doggie Doge meme 

went from joke to reality, and when cryptocurrency became the new gold rush (alongside toilet paper). The writers 

use their personal experience in industry and government to analyze current research and literature, as well as their 

personal experience investigating cybercrime, online fraud, and cryptocurrency frauds(Maurushat and Halpin 2022). 

    It has been experimentally demonstrated that cryptocurrency returns are driven and can be anticipated by 

components that are particular to cryptocurrency markets. Cryptocurrency returns are uncovered to cryptocurrency 

arrange components but not cryptocurrency generation variables. Studies develop the arrange variables to capture 

the client selection of cryptocurrencies and the generation variables to intermediary for the costs of cryptocurrency 

generation. Additionally, there is a solid time-series force impact, and intermediaries for financial specialist 

consideration unequivocally estimate future cryptocurrency returns (Y. Liu and Tsyvinski 2021). 

    Authors have found that these parameters contribute most to units of cryptocurrency character, and gather them 

into approximations of trade substances, what we call “super clusters”. Whereas these clusters can stay generally 

mysterious, authors are ready to credit numerous of them to specific trade categories by analyzing a few of their 

particular exchange designs, as watched amid the period from 2009-2015. Authors are at that point able to extricate 

and make a outline of the arrange of installment connections among them, and analyze exchange behavior found in 
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each commerce category. They conclude by distinguishing three stamped administrations that have advanced as the 

Bitcoin economy has developed and developed: from an early model organize; to a moment development organize 

populated in expansive portion with “sin” undertaking (i.e., betting, dark markets); to a third organize checked by a 

sharp movement absent from “sin” and toward genuine undertakings (Tasca, Liu, and Hayes 2016). 

    Cryptocurrencies have risen as important monetary computer program frameworks, according to studies. They 

rely on a secure distributed record information structure, and mining is an essential component of such frameworks. 

Mining records previous exchanges to the distributed record block chain Technology, allowing clients to create 

secure, solid agreements for each exchange. Mining also provides riches in the form of unused money units. Because 

cryptocurrencies were built as peer-to-peer systems, exchanges must be mediated by a central expert. Excavators are 

used to ratify deals. Cryptocurrencies necessitate reliable, secure mining computations. The authors of this study 

provide an overview of, compare, and differentiate contemporary mining methods used by major Cryptocurrencies. 

They evaluate the advantages, disadvantages, and potential hazards of each mining process. In general, a viewpoint 

on how Cryptocurrency mine, and they have comparable efficiency and verification, and since they have unique 

hazards and features is presented. (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2016). 

    Another significant constraint on all of the work mentioned in this location is that extensive economic markets are 

defined by a rapid flow of data, a large number of members with broadened pure conjecture skylines, and multiple 

criticism instruments, all of which contribute to the rise of sophisticated marvels, such as theoretical air pockets or 

crashes. As a result, they are regarded as one of the most intricate frameworks known. Various factors have 

illuminated stylized facts, also known as complexity attributes, which are followed over the vast majority of monetary 

markets. These incorporate that a so "fat tails" of the distribution of returns, instability clustering, the "long memory", 

solid stochasticity near non-linear interactions, tenacity, and the impacts following fractality and, indeed, 

multifractality. (Wątorek et al. 2021). 

    The work in this field mainly concerns itself to the remarkable betterment of the cryptocurrency highlight over the 

last few years - from being entirely fringe to order to capitalize at the stage of an intermediate-size inventory levels 

trade - giving a unique opportunity to watch its development in a short period. The availability of high-frequency 

information enables advanced factual evaluation of fluctuations on bitcoin exchanges from their inception to the 

show day. This offers a window that allows for the measurement of changes that occur within the complexity features 

that are associated with display development and development. The reason of the display survey, at that point, is to 

look at the properties of the cryptocurrency showcase and the related marvels. The point is to clarify to what degree, 

after such a reckless improvement, the characteristics of the complexity of trade rates on the cryptocurrency showcase 
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have ended up comparable to conventional and develop markets, such as stocks, bonds, commodities or monetary 

standards (Wątorek et al. 2021). 

    However, as stated in the literature, one of the most important and popular uses of blockchain innovation, 

cryptocurrency, has recently drawn widespread attention. All cryptocurrency trading records are irrevocable and 

recorded in sections according to blockchain technologies. These exchange records, which contain rich data and 

comprehensive follows of budgeting activities, are openly accessible, providing analysts with extraordinary 

opportunities for knowledge mining and informational revelation in this area. Systems are an ubiquitous language 

for defining organizational frameworks in the real world, and a significant percentage of current work on bitcoin 

exchanges is analyzed from an organizational standpoint. This outline helps to assess and summarize previous work 

on studying and comprehending bitcoin exchanges from a systematic standpoint. In order to provide a useful rule for 

researchers and engineers, the authors present the background information of cryptocurrency trading organize 

assessment and survey existing research in three aspects, namely, organize analysis, organize profiles, and network-

based location. They present the challenges, explain the strategies, and discuss the findings and discoveries provided 

in the literature for each viewpoint. Furthermore, they illustrate the greatest problems as well as a few future 

orientations in this region. (Maurushat and Halpin 2022). 

     Prior work in this area can be divided into two main categories: Crypto-currency exchanging may be a quickly 

developing shape of conduct characterized by contributing in exceedingly unstable computerized resources based to 

a great extent on blockchain innovation. In this paper, we survey the specific auxiliary characteristics of this action 

and its potential to grant rise to over the top or hurtful conduct counting over-spending and compulsive checking. 

Authors note that there are a few likenesses between online sports wagering and day exchanging, but too a few 

imperative contrasts. These incorporate the persistent 24-hour accessibility of exchanging, the worldwide nature of 

the advertise, and the solid part of social media, social impact and non-balance sheet related occasions as 

determinants of cost developments (Delfabbro, King, and Williams 2021). 

      It has been successfully demonstrated that development is an unavoidable human nature that has its roots in our 

business operations. Private compounds, likewise, in search of extension and maybe greater influence over their area 

of capability, pick to go open at a specific point in time. Without a question, the timing of the transition from 

confidential to open could be a critical factor in the trade's future success. Within the traditional capitalist framework 

of this move, small private companies, defined by the Australian Companies and Investment Commission as those 

with combined income with less than half of hundred million per year, must choose between selling to a parent 

company and Initial Opening Advertising. Both options offer benefits and cons to their claims. However, they are 
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both sophisticated, extremely controlled, expensive, and disappointing, which are actually significant disadvantages 

for small firms. Disappointment to open due to these disadvantages results in the failure of small firms and the loss 

of workers, which is followed by dreadful socioeconomic outcomes. (Wątorek et al. 2021; Dilanchiev & 

Taktakishvili, 2021). 

     Despite the fact that the topic of cryptocurrencies has recently been so popular, there is a gap in the literature and 

theory about the motivations for adopting bitcoin in developing or growing post-Soviet small economies such as 

Georgia. The study tries to close this theoretical gap by examining the case of bitcoin adoption in the Georgian 

industry. 

3. Research design and methodology 

    In this research, a questionnaire survey ’s strategy was used. The method was chosen since it is extensively used 

and allows for a large sample of the study population to be addressed at a low cost (Roby et al., 2003). Moreover, 

Hennessy and Patterson (2011) suggested that the research questionnaire be constructed beforehand and then do the 

research study. As a consequence, a questionnaire was constructed to gather information for this study. 

The characteristics indicated in the suggested conceptual model are used to create questionnaire items. The replies 

are rated on a 7-point Likert Scale, with 

1 "strongly disagree," 

2 "disagree," 

3 "somewhat disagree." 

4. "Neutral," 

5. "somewhat agree," 

6. "Agree," 

7. "Strongly Agree" 

     The questionnaire was in the Georgian language and was divided into two sections. The first section consists of 

questions about respondents' demographic traits, whereas the second section consists of items that make up the 

variables used in the study (Khoshtaria et a., 2021; Matin et al., 2020; Mercan et al., 2021; Sewa et al., 2022). 
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     Sampling technique is utilized to select respondents from bitcoin internet groups (mostly Facebook) to fill out the 

survey because these individuals are deemed to have cryptocurrency expertise and are more inclined to provide useful 

information. The pilot test sample size was estimated to be between 25 and 100 people (Cooper & Schindler, 2014;    

Dilanchiev et al.,2021). A total of (200) questionnaires was distributed online and in person to members of the 

Cryptocurrency Georgian Facebook Group for this study. 

     Initially, it was conducted a pilot study to guarantee the questionnaire's reliability and validity prior to actually 

collecting information. Participants in the study suggested a number of changes to the questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was modified in response to suggestions from the piloted study respondents. As a consequence, the 

modified survey was widely distributed in order to collect data. 

      Since it is widely utilized and includes a great sample of the target population that can be targeted at a cheap cost, 

a questionnaire survey statistical tool was used in this study (Abu-Taieh et al., 2020; Opie & Brown, 2019). Following 

Baker (2003), prior to the study survey analysis, the study questions must be prepared. 

       A total of 175 people did take part in the poll (out of 200 questionnaire respondents). The survey was held in a 

hybrid manner, with the questionnaire being distributed in April and May 2022 in various cryptocurrency selling 

locations throughout Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia. 

       The main question of the research is what factors affect the intention behind buying and using cryptocurrencies 

in the case of Georgia. In the paper, the following hypotheses were tested : 

H1: The desire to buy cryptocurrencies is fueled by risk considerations in standard finance markets. 

H2: The prospect of a future reward enhances the desire to purchase cryptocurrencies. 

H3: Knowledge about cryptocurrency boosts the desire to purchase it. 

H4: Personal innovativeness enhances their desire to purchase cryptocurrencies 

H5: Inventiveness favorably moderates the association between future rewards and cryptocurrency adoption. 

4 Findings and analysis 

4.1 Validity and Reliability 

   The SEM approach was used to investigate the linkages drawn in the conceptual model. 

     SEM has the advantage of being less vulnerable to the study population than covariance-based SEM. The degree 

to which all of the model's relation to other parts are used to test its convergent validity is seen in Table 2. (Kura, 
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2017). This should have a value of >0.6 as a threshold. (Hair Jr. and colleagues, 2021). Since all of our results met 

the threshold criterion, each data gathering sign is authentic. Degrees with an average variance extracted (AVE) show 

reality or establish convergent validity (Sarstedt & Cheah, 2019; Mercan et al.,2021). 

Table 1. Reliability and Validity Tests 

 

Cronbach's Alpha rho_A Composite Reliability Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

Cryptocurrency 

adoption 

0.882 0.882 0.927 0.810 

Future Reward 0.918 0.945 0.948 0.858 

Innovativeness 0.832 0.840 0.900 0.749 

Knowledge 0.713 0.734 0.838 0.633 

Risk 0.924 0.925 0.951 0.867 

     The AVE value needs to be more than 0.5, according to Fornell and Larcker (1981) and Matin et al., (2021) and 

Matin et al., (2022). Structure reliability has been demonstrated using composite reliability and Cronbach's alpha 

value. The structural stability was assessed using composite dependability and Cronbach's alpha value. According to 

Hair Jr. and Sarstedt, it ought to be greater than 0.7; several of the variables in our sample have scores that are greater 

than or equal to the threshold level. Discriminant validity demonstrates that elements and their concepts have distinct 

meanings (Hair et al., 2016). Its result (Discriminant validity of the construct) in Table is more than 0.6, suggesting 

legitimate findings, whilst negative results indicate the opposite. 

Table 2. Factor Loadings 

 

Cryptocurrency adoption Future Reward Innovativeness Knowledge Risk 

CA1 0.945 

    

CA2 0.895 

    

CA3 0.858 

    

FR1 

 

0.943 

   

FR2 

 

0.921 
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FR3 

 

0.914 

   

IN1 

  

0.887 

  

IN2 

  

0.811 

  

IN3 

  

0.897 

  

K1 

   

0.729 

 

K2 

   

0.843 

 

K3 

   

0.810 

 

R1 

    

0.936 

R2 

    

0.938 

R3 

    

0.920 

      Table 2 shows the findings of the Discriminant Validity test, which was performed utilizing Fornell-Larcker 

Criterion. Each construct's sub-factors must be unique from other structures. The numbers in Table 2 form 

connections by specifying the vertical line of norms that covers the AVE square root. As per Fornell and Larcker, 

discriminant validity was assessed by demonstrating that the vertical line standards are more directly correlated with 

a matching spatial position in the table (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 

Table 3. Table Discriminant Validity of the construct 

 

Cryptocurrency adoption Future Reward Innovativeness Knowledge Risk 

Cryptocurrency adoption 0.900 

    

Future Reward 0.308 0.926 

   

Innovativeness 0.703 0.310 0.866 

  

Knowledge 0.451 0.174 0.455 0.796 

 

Risk 0.644 0.168 0.560 0.499 0.931 
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4.2 SEM results 

      In R Square, the PLS regression model shows how much variance in the dependent variable is influenced by the 

predictor variables, as well as the model's robustness. The model's construct validity can be seen in this result. It 

must be higher than 0.3. The coefficients of determination (R square) are greater than the threshold value (0.588 in 

the model), indicating that the model in Table is appropriate. 

Table 4. R square Table 

 

R Square R Square Adjusted 

Cryptocurrency adoption 0.597 0.588 

     Table 5 presents the regression results, that there is a significant and a positive relationship between future reward 

and cryptocurrency adoption (0.040***) which confirms the H2 hypothesis of the thesis that states -The prospect of 

a future reward enhances the desire to purchase cryptocurrencies. This result in accordance with the findings of 

(Cornalba et al. 2022)  

Table 5. SEM path analysis results 

 

Original 

Sample 

Sample 

Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

T Statistics P Values 

Future Reward -> Cryptocurrency adoption 0.099 0.098 0.050 1.985 0.040 

Future Reward -> Innovativeness 0.310 0.313 0.079 3.950 0.000 

Innovativeness -> Cryptocurrency adoption 0.454 0.453 0.080 5.702 0.000 

Knowledge -> Cryptocurrency adoption 0.054 0.059 0.062 0.862 0.000 

Risk -> Cryptocurrency adoption 0.346 0.345 0.074 4.656 0.394 

Table 6. Specific Indirect Effects (moderator analysis) 

 

Original 

Sample 

Sample 

Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

T Statistics P Values 

Future Reward -> Innovativeness -> 

Cryptocurrency adoption 
0.141 0.143 0.048 2.923 0.003 
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     The SMART PLS analysis with bootstrapping found a specific indirect effect in the model (Table 6), thus 

confirming hypothesis 5, that Inventiveness favorably moderates the association between future reward and 

cryptocurrency adoption. The result is 0.003 which is more than 5% which confirms the robustness of the result. 

Figure 2. Graphical presentation of the SEM path analysis 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

      The result of the study found that there is a positive relationship between future reward, innovativeness, 

knowledge, and cryptocurrency adoption. Moreover, the most significant observation of this study is that people’s 

expectancy of its future rewards has a direct impact on cryptocurrency adoption levels and it consequently causes its 

adoption level to rise. It was found that innovativeness also plays significant role as a mediator between future 

rewards and cryptocurrency adoption as well. Furthermore, there did not appear to be any remarkable difference as 

the people’s innovativeness and their interest in new technologies was also considered as some of the major factors 

affecting to increase the customer’s expectancy of their future rewards which directly influenced the adoption level 

to rise. It should be emphasized that people have the outstanding knowledge of new technologies or the platforms 

related to digital currency according to responder’s opinions. Miners are well aware, informed and knowledgeable 

about the sources of the cryptocurrency, how it works, how reliable it can be or how trustful can financial platforms 

can become for their investments and some other crypto related information which instantaneously affects the 

cryptocurrency adoption levels. On the other hand, one of the key findings of this task can be mentioned that people 

find it risky to invest in cryptocurrencies, these results agree well with existing studies that most people buy and sell 

cryptocurrencies through exchanges. That means majority of exchanges today are regulated by legal entities, 

therefore they require laws to collect the user’s personal information and make it available if needed, which causes 
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customer’s hesitation to invest in cryptocurrencies. In the paper all the hypothesizes were accepted except H1: The 

desire to buy cryptocurrencies is fueled by risk considerations in standard finance markets. 

     In the long run, the fate of Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology will be determined not only by global 

technological progress, but also by the socioeconomic conditions of individual countries, as well as the 

developmental level of foreign politics, political and legal impediments in the referenced field, and so on. As is well 

renowned, any citizen can create a cryptocurrency. As a result, some countries are wary of it, fearing that it will 

allow them to lose their monopoly on emission and regulation over its circulation, resulting in the appearance of 

certain unwanted propensities and troubles in the referenced field. Despite this, the number of cryptocurrency types 

is increasing on a daily basis, and its use is expected to become irreversible. 

     It is obvious that there are numerous advantages to using cryptocurrency as an alternative currency. Despite this, 

people are still hesitant to use crypto coins as an alternative currency because they have faith in traditional money. 

The paper come with the recommendation that people have to become more aware, informed and knowledgeable 

about the sources of the cryptocurrency, how it works, how reliable it can be or how trustful can financial platforms 

can become for their investments. In a rapidly cashless environment, developing a marketing strategy using 

blockchain based would assist the banking industry in adapting and sustaining with the times, as well as establishing 

transparency and growing confidence among existing clients and attracting new clients. 
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